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Off-the-Shelf or Custom
This Product Guide represents only our standard
product offerings. More than half of our business
consists of semicustom and full custom products
and solutions. We invite you to consult with us on
your unique application requirements to see how
we can use our wide technology base and solution
skills to help create an optimum long-term, reliable
solution for your unique application.
In addition to standard off-the-shelf products,
Diamond Systems can design and build a custom
COM baseboard to provide a more optimum
solution for higher volume applications. The
baseboard may utilize either a standard form factor
or a completely custom one, depending on your
needs. Our combined experience with COMs,
baseboards, power supplies, and I/O results in a
cost-efficient, all-in-one embedded computing
solution that offers easier system assembly and a
longer product lifecycle than off the shelf products.

Diamond Systems is a leading global provider
of compact, rugged, board- and system-level
real world embedded computing solutions to
companies in a broad range of markets, including:
transportation, i energy, aerospace, defense,
manufacturing, medical, and research.
We are renowned as an innovator of embedded
I/O standards and technologies, originating the
FeaturePak I/O module standard and holding a
patent for a unique analog I/O autocalibration
technique.
Diamond’s extensive product line includes:
compact, highly integrated SBCs;
♦♦ an extensive line of expansion modules for
analog and digital I/O, wired and wireless
communications, GPS, and power supply functions;
♦♦ and complete system-level solutions.
In support of performance-critical embedded
application requirements, our products are
engineered to operate reliably over wide operating
temperature ranges and at high levels of shock and
vibration.
♦♦

Many of Diamond’s boards are accompanied by
graphical software control panels and benchtop
application programs designed for quick testing
and debugging of the board’s features and ensuring
faster design and implementation.

PCI/104-Express
OneBank Standard

1

OneBank

™

The new OneBank™ expansion connector provides
PCI Express I/O expansion for high performance,
low-cost, easily expandable stackable systems.
OneBank is compatible with existing PCIe/104
boards and provides added benefits of lower cost
and smaller size.
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Lower-cost bus connector keeps costs down
Smaller connector provides more space for
circuitry and I/O connectors
Supports PCI Express up to Gen 3
Stack-up and -down capability
4 PCIe x1 lanes available
Fully supported by PC/104 Consortium

Learn more about Diamond’s OneBank products:
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Atlas SBC with Intel Atom N2800 CPU, see page 9
EMM-8EL-XT 4 or 8-port serial
I/O module, see page 19
PCIe MiniCard carrier, see
page 19
PCIe OneBank connector
.315"D x .7"L x .6"H

© Copyright 2016 Diamond Systems Corporation. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. All trademarks and logos are copyright their respective owners.
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Single Board Computers and COM-based SBCs
Diamond Systems offers a wide variety of rugged, single board computers in a variety of small form
factors. Our SBCs feature small sizes and a high degree of I/O, as well as bottom-side conduction cooling
and latching connectors for enhanced ruggedness and reliability. Virtually all of our SBCs operate over the
extended temperature range of -40°C to +85°C and are either designed or qualified for MIL-STD-202 shock
and vibration ratings.

2-in-1 SBCs

Conduction Cooled SBCs

Data acquisition and other I/O
integrated on board to save space

Higher reliability and wider
operating temperature ranges

Small Form Factor SBCs
Performance scalability, long
lifecycle, and high feature density

Product

Form
Factor

COM-Based SBCs
Performance scalability and
longer product lifecycles

Processor/Speed

Power Memory Serial Ethernet

USB

DAQ* Expansion

Pg.
No.

COM-Based SBCs
Vega

COM Intel Core i7-3612QE / 2.1GHz 14.5W
Express Intel Core i7-3517UE / 1.7GHz 13.9W

Up to
8GB

4

Gigabit
(2)

4 2.0

Yes

EMX

4

Neptune

EPIC

Atom E3845 / 1.91GHz
Fusion G-T56N / 1.65GHz
Fusion G-T40N / 1.0GHz

11W
16.8W
12.3W

Up to
8GB

6

10/100,
Gigabit

4 2.0

Yes PC/104-Plus 5

Pluto

ETX

Atom E3845 / 1.91GHz
Fusion G-T56N / 1.65GHz
Fusion G-T40N / 1.0GHz

11W
16.8W
12.3W

Up to
8GB

4

10/100
(2)

4 2.0

No PC/104-Plus 5

Small Form Factor SBCs
Aries

PC/104Plus

Atom E3845 / 1.91GHz
Atom E3826 / 1.46GHz

8.5W
8W

Up to
4GB

4

Gigabit
(2)

3 2.0
1 3.0

Yes PC104-Plus

6

Athena III

PC/104

Atom E680T / 1.6GHz
Atom E640T / 1.0GHz

13W
9.4W

1GB

4

Gigabit

4 2.0

Yes

7

Hercules III

EBX

Atom E680T / 1.6GHz

14W

Up to
2GB

6

Gigabit
(2)

5 2.0

Yes PC/104-Plus 7

Helix

PC/104

Vortex86DX3 / 1GHz

7.5W

Up to
2GB

4

10/100,
Gigabit

6 2.0

Yes

PC/104

8

Helios

PC/104

Vortex86DX / 1GHz
Vortex86DX / 800MHz

6W
5.4W

256MB

4

10/100

4 2.0

Yes

PC/104

8

Atlas

PC/104Express

Atom N2800 / 1.86GHz

6W

Up to
4GB

6

Gigabit

4 2.0

No

PCI-104,
PCIe/104

9

Rhodeus

PC/104

Geode LX800 / 500MHz

5W

Up to
1GB

2

10/100

2 2.0

No

PC/104

9

PC/104

*DAQ = on-board data acquisition circuitry available

PC/104, PCIe/104, PCI/104-Express, and OneBank are trademarks of the PC/104 Consortium. Other trademarks are the property of their individual owners.
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COM-Based SBCs with Conduction Cooling
COM-Based SBCs
Our COM-based SBCs combine the highperformance processing and leading-edge
system I/O capabilities of COMs with the
modular expansion flexibility of stackable
single board computers, all within a single
compact, rugged, reliable, pre-integrated
module.
Additionally, the large thermally-conductive
baseplate provides both an efficient cooling
solution and a standardized mounting-hole pattern
that ensures interchangeability for alternate features
or performance upgrades.

Benefits of COM-Based SBCs
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Maximum product lifecycle
Highest feature density
Scalable performance
Conduction cooling for improved reliability
Stackable I/O expansion

VEGA
COM Express Conduction
Cooled SBC with
Configurable COM Express
CPU and EMX™ I/O Expansion
Vega’s COM Express CPU core protects your
application from CPU obsolescence, while its
autocalibrating data acquisition circuit provides
a reliable interface for real-world applications.
Its integrated bottom-mounted heat spreader
provides efficient conduction cooling, and its wide
range power supply simplifies system design.
Vega’s two-board COM plus baseboard construction
yields the highest feature density possible in a
given footprint. Vega utilizes a highly integrated
baseboard with a wide range of I/O, including a
full data acquisition circuit that normally calls for a
separate I/O board. Standard PC-type I/O includes
VGA and dual-channel LVDS display, 4 USB 2.0 ports,
4 RS-232/422/485 ports, dual Gigabit Ethernet,
SATA, and HD audio. Vega SBCs also feature a 7-36V
wide range high-efficiency power supply, making
them compatible with most common vehicle and
industrial power supply voltages.

4

Application
layer
Computer-onmodule layer
Thermally-conductive baseplate layer
Anatomy of a COM-based SBC

A COM-based SBC is the combination of a
computer-on-module (COM) with an off-the-shelf,
I/O-rich carrier board, usually in the same form
factor as the COM. This design approach gives
you the best of both worlds: the off-the-shelf
instant solution and convenient I/O expansion of a
traditional SBC combined with the scalability, long
lifetime, ease of upgrade, and high feature density
of a COM-based design. Using a COM-based SBC
gives you earlier access to the latest processors,
while significantly reducing the cost and impact of
technology refresh efforts that are an inevitable part
of any long lifetime product. Consider one of our
COM-based SBCs starting on page 4 for your next
long-life project.

1.7GHz Intel Core i7-3517UE or
1.5GHz Intel Core i7-2610UE
VGA, LVDS LCD outputs
4 RS-232/422/485 serial ports
PS/2 keyboard/mouse
1 SATA port
USB & mSATA flashdisk sockets
7-36V input power
EMX I/O expansion
PCIe MiniCard socket
EMX Basic form factor 4.92" x 3.74" (125mm x 95mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Data Acquisition Features:
16 16-bit analog inputs with autocalibration
250KHz max sample rate
8 16-bit analog outputs
100KHz waveform generator
24 programmable digital I/O
2 counter/timers + 4 PWM
Watchdog timer
Supported by Universal Driver™

www.diamondsystems.com
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COM-Based SBCs with Conduction Cooling
NEPTUNE
EPIC SBC with
Interchangeable ETX CPUs,
Integrated Data Acquisition,
and DC/DC Power Supply
Neptune is a highly integrated long-life COMbased SBC featuring integrated autocalibrating
data acquisition, wide range input voltage
compatibility, and conduction cooling in the EPIC
form factor. A choice of ETX COMs with either
Intel Atom E-Series or AMD G-Series CPUs offers
scalable performance for your application as well
as protection from obsolescence through plug
compatible CPU modules.
Neptune’s super-high I/O content can eliminate
as many as 5 PC/104 IO modules, making your
system smaller, lighter, and lower cost. The use
of COMs means Neptune can be upgraded for
enhanced performance or to extend its lifetime,
without requiring any changes in physical system
design or cabling.
Neptune’s on-board PC/104-Plus expansion socket
facilitates the addition of custom or off-the-shelf ISA
and PCI interfaced add-on modules, helping you
satisfy your application’s precise requirements.

PLUTO
ETX Conduction Cooled
SBC with Configurable
CPU and PC/104-Plus
Expansion
Pluto is a compact, conduction-cooled SBC in
the popular ETX COM standard. Pluto’s CPU core
consists of an ETX CPU module with integrated
bottom-mounted heat spreader for efficient
cooling and convenient mounting. This innovative
design results in a complete solution including
stackable PC/104-Plus expansion—all within the
compact ETX footprint.
Pluto’s CPU core consists of an ETX CPU module
mounted on its bottom side, and is available in
different power/performance CPUs. Pluto utilizes
conduction cooling for improved ruggedness
and reliability through the use of a heatspreader,
improving thermal management and increasing
the space for I/O functions and connectors. This
innovative design enables Pluto to integrate
additional serial and Ethernet controllers, a
complete set of peripheral interface header
connectors, and a PC/104-Plus expansion stack
location—all within the compact ETX footprint.

www.diamondsystems.com
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Choice of 1.91GHz Intel Atom E3845, AMD Fusion
1.65GHz G-T56 or 1GHz G-T40 CPUs
Up to 8GB SO-DIMM memory
LVDS LCD and VGA CRT display
4 USB 2.0 ports
4 RS-232/422/485 + 2 RS-232
1 10/100 + 1 Gigabit Ethernet
1 SATA & 1 IDE port
CompactFlash & IDE flashdisk sockets
PC/104-Plus (ISA + PCI) expansion
5VDC and 7-28V DC inputs
-40°C to +85°C operation
EPIC form factor 4.5" x 6.5" (114mm x 165mm)
Data Acquisition Features:
32 16-bit analog inputs with autocalibration

Up to 8GB
1024 A/D sample FIFO with programmable
threshold
4 12-bit wide-range analog outputs
24 logic-level digital I/O lines
8 optoisolated digital inputs + 8 optoisolated
outputs
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library
Choice of 1.91GHz Intel Atom E3845, AMD Fusion
1.65GHz G-T56 or 1GHz G-T40 CPUs
Up to 8GB DDR3 SO-DIMM SDRAM
4 USB 2.0 ports
3 RS-232 + 1 RS-232/422/485
Dual 10/100Base-T Ethernet ports
1 SATA port
1 IDE port
1 floppy port
CompactFlash socket
CRT, 18-bit or 24-bit LVDS LCD and TV out
8 digital I/O lines
AC’97 audio CODEC
Watchdog timer
PC/104-Plus expansion
ETX form factor 4.5" x 3.7" (114mm x 94mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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2-in-1 SBCs with Data Acquisition
ARIES
PC/104-Plus SBC with
Intel E3800 CPU and
Data Acquisition
Aries is a compact, rugged SBC
that features the Intel E3800
Bay Trail processor in an extended PC/104-Plus
form factor with an integrated conduction cooling
thermal solution. Aries includes a wide range of
I/O plus data acquisition functionality, meeting
the majority of today’s connectivity requirements
in a single board. Aries supports stackable
I/O expansion and a dual-use PCIe MiniCard /
mSATA socket for additional I/O expansion. Aries
incorporates a perfect combination of highly
advanced I/O features.
The A/D circuit includes 16 single-ended
/ 8 differential analog input channels with
programmable input ranges and a maximum
aggregate sampling rate of 250KHz. The
2048-sample FIFO with programmable threshold
ensures error-free sampling and enables you to
tune the performance of the circuit to minimize
interrupt processing overhead. The D/A circuit
consists of 4 16-bit D/A voltage outputs with
independently programmable output ranges. The
digital I/O circuit consists of GPIO, counter/timers,
and pulse-width modulators.
Aries SBC

Choice of 1.91GHz quad core E3845 or
1.46GHz dual core E3826 Bay Trail CPU
2GB or 4GB of soldered-on DRAM
3 2.0 & 1 3.0 USB ports
4 programmable RS-232/422/485 ports
2 Gigabit Ethernet ports
1 SATA port, 1 mSATA socket
LVDS, VGA and HDMI display support
PCIe MiniCard socket
Up to 8.5W total power consumption
PC/104-Plus (ISA & PCI) stackable I/O expansion
-40°C to +85°C operation
PC/104-Plus extended form factor: 4.5" x 4.0"
(114mm x 102mm)
Data Acquisition Features:
16 16-bit analog inputs, single-ended & differential
Input ranges: ±10V, ±5V, ±2.5V, ±1.25V, 0-10V, 0-5V,
0-2.5V
250KHz max sample rate
Interrupt-based A/D sampling with 2048 FIFO
4 16-bit analog outputs
Output ranges: 0-10V, ±10V, 0-5V, ±5V
4-channel 2048-sample waveform generator
22 buffered digital I/O lines
4 24-bit programmable PWMs
8 32-bit counter/timers
Supported by Universal Driver™

Thermally-conductive heat spreader

Diamond Systems’ Universal Driver software
provides unmatched power and flexibility for
embedded data acquisition programming
with PC/104 and small form factor I/O boards.
It provides flexible C-language programming
support for Windows and Linux to control all
data acquisition features on Aries, as well as
Diamond’s PC/104 and PCIe MiniCard data
acquisition modules that can be used with
Aries. A powerful and convenient graphical
control panel provides instant, easy access to
all data acquisition features on the board. It
can be used for proof of concept, testing, and
even system debugging.
Diamond’s free graphical control panel software for Windows and Linux
provides instant real-time control for all data acquisition features on Aries
and other Diamond SBCs with integrated data acquisition. Download,
install, and be up and running in just 5 minutes.
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2-in-1 SBCs with Data Acquisition
ATHENA III

PC/104 SBC with 1.6 / 1.0GHz
Intel Atom E680T/E640T CPU and
Integrated Data Acquisition
Athena III combines a full-featured
wide temperature SBC with a professional quality
data acquisition circuit, all on a compact board with
PC/104 I/O expansion. This 2-in-1 design reduces
the size and weight of your embedded system. As
a third generation product, Athena III demonstrates
Diamond’s support for long-lifecycle applications.
It offers the latest processor and I/O technologies
for new applications, while remaining backwards
compatible with prior models to extend existing
product lifetimes.
Athena III offers some of the highest feature
density available in a compact SBC with rugged,
wide-temperature, shock and vibration qualified
operation. Its combination of size, weight,
performance, and power consumption is an ideal fit
for applications that require solid performance and
a comprehensive range of I/O.
Athena III can serve as a platform for semi-custom
SBC designs using customer-specific I/O. Athena III

HERCULES III
EBX SBC with 1.6GHz Intel
Atom E680T CPU, Integrated
Data Acquisition, and DC/DC
Power Supply
Hercules III combines all of the functionality of a
single board computer with a complete analog
and digital data acquisition circuit into a single
board, offering the most functionality available in
a small, compact form factor. The advanced data
acquisition circuit features autocalibration and fully
jumper-less configuration for maximum accuracy
and reliable performance.
The 1.6GHz Intel Atom E680T CPU offers an excellent
price/performance, making Hercules III an ideal
choice for a wide variety of embedded computing
applications. Rugged on-board SDRAM memory
offers provides better protection from shock and
vibration than a SO-DIMM memory module.
Hercules III features PCIe MiniCard and mSATA
sockets, dual Gigabit Ethernet, an on-board wide
range power supply, and PC/104-Plus expansion,
making it an excellent choice for applications with
very high I/O needs.

www.diamondsystems.com
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1.6 / 1.0GHz Intel Atom E-Series CPU
1GB / 2GB memory soldered on board
1 Gigabit Ethernet, 4 USB 2.0 ports
VGA CRT and LVDS LCD
1 SATA port; USB flashdisk socket
4 RS-232/422/485 serial ports
PS/2 keyboard & mouse
PC/104 ISA expansion bus
<10W power consumption
PC/104 form factor 4.175" x 4.475"
(106mm x 114mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Data Acquisition Features:
16 16-bit analog inputs with autocalibration
150KHz max sample rate
512 A/D sample FIFO
4 12-bit analog outputs
24 programmable digital I/O
Supported by Universal Driver™

is available as a complete off-the-shelf Octavio™
DIN-rail mountable system! See page 29.

1.6GHz E680T Intel Atom CPU
1GB or 2GB SDRAM
LVDS LCD and VGA CRT
5 USB 2.0 ports (including 1 client port)
2 RS-232/422/485 + 4 RS-232
2 Gigabit Ethernet ports; 1CANbus 2.0 port
1 SATA port; 1 mSATA socket
PCIe MiniCard & GPS sockets
PS/2 keyboard and mouse
PC/104-Plus (ISA + PCI) expansion
40W power supply with 7-40VDC input range
EBX form factor 8.00" x 5.75" (203mm x 146mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Data Acquisition Features:
32 16-bit analog inputs with autocalibration
250KHz max sample rate
2048 A/D sample FIFO
4 12-bit wide-range analog outputs
40 programmable digital I/O
Supported by Universal Driver™

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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2-in-1 SBCs with Data Acquisition
HELIX

NEW!

1GHz Vortex86DX3 CPU

Low-Power PC/104 SBC with
1GHz Vortex86DX3 Processor,
Integrated Data Acquisition,
and Video

Up to 2GB of soldered-on SDRAM

Helix is a compact, rugged,
single board computer that features the new DMP
Vortex86DX3 SOC processor in an extended PC/104
form factor. Helix is a low cost, high feature density
SBC with a long product life and provides more
CPU performance than an LX800-based SBC. The
full rectangular shape provides more coastline for
I/O connectors than other boards its size. In this
compact form factor, Helix includes a wide range of
I/O plus data acquisition functionality, meeting the
majority of today’s connectivity requirements in a
single board.

1 or 2 Ethernet ports

6 USB 2.0 ports
2 RS-232 & 2 RS-232/422/285

Helix supports stackable I/O expansion with PC/104
I/O modules and provides a PCIe MiniCard socket
for additional I/O expansion. I/O modules featuring
WiFi, Ethernet, analog I/O, digital I/O, and CAN are
available in the PCIe MiniCard form factor, providing
compact expandability without increasing the total
height of the system.
Highly configurable, Helix offers customization
options to add a wide voltage input, one CAN port,
an mSATA interface, latching connectors, conformal
coating and more.

HELIOS
Low-Power PC/104 SBC with
800MHz / 1GHz Vortex86DX
Processor, Integrated Data
Acquisition, and Video
Helios combines a highly
integrated, low-power Vortex86DX CPU with
Diamond Systems’ renowned high-accuracy data
acquisition circuitry onto a compact PC/104 board.
The 2-in-1 design reduces size, weight, and cost.
Helios incorporates advanced features such as four
USB 2.0 ports, an IDE hard drive interface, mounting
capability for a solid state flashdisk up to 4GB, and
CRT/LVDS LCD graphics. Helios also provides a
10/100Base-T Ethernet interface, two RS-232 serial
ports, two RS-232/422/485 serial ports and legacy
keyboard and mouse interfaces.
Helios can serve as a platform for semi-custom SBC
designs using customer-specific I/O.
Helios is available as a complete off-the-shelf
Octavio™ DIN-rail mountable system! See page 29.
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1 SATA port and SATA DOM port
LVDS & CRT display support
PC/104 ISA expansion bus
7.5W total power consumption
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Data Acquisition Features:
16 16-bit analog inputs with Autocalibration
100KHz max sample rate
Interrupt-based A/D sampling with 2048 FIFO
4 16-bit analog outputs
27 digital I/O lines
Supported by Universal DriverTM

Vortex86DX CPU at 1GHz or 800MHz
256MB of soldered-on DRAM
4 USB 2.0 ports
2 RS-232 & 2 RS-232/422/485
1 10/100 Ethernet
1 IDE port / Flashdisk socket
CRT and LVDS LCD display support
16 digital I/O lines
PC/104 ISA expansion bus
5W total power consumption
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Data Acquisition Features:
16 16-bit analog inputs with autocalibration
250KHz max sample rate
Interrupt-based A/D sampling with 2048 FIFO
4 12-bit analog outputs
24 additional digital I/O
Supported by Universal Driver™

www.diamondsystems.com
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Small Form Factor SBCs
ATLAS
PCI/104-Express SBC with
Intel Atom 1.86GHz N2800
CPU
Atlas is a compact, rugged,
PCI/104-Express single
board computer that features the Intel N2800
processor in the PC/104-Plus form factor with
wings. In this compact form factor, Atlas offers a
wide range of I/O, meeting the majority of today’s
connectivity requirements.
A shared PCIe MiniCard/mSATA socket is provided
to add either additional I/O or a flashdisk of up to
64GB in capacity.
Atlas uses a new miniature PCI Express expansion
connector that provides compatibility with
PCIe/104 expansion modules, while reducing
the connector cost and providing more room on
the SBC for additional I/O features. The bottommounted heat spreader provides efficient
conduction cooling for enhanced reliability.

RHODEUS
Low-Cost AMD LX800 PC/104
SBC with CRT/LCD, LAN, and
CompactFlash
Rhodeus is a fan-less PC/104 SBC
which features the AMD Geode
LX800 low power consumption processor running
at 500MHz. It uses high speed DDR SDRAM
providing maximum capacity at 1GB. Rhodeus
offers fully integrated PC functionality with low
power consumption which allows Rhodeus to
operate in harsh environments where the airflow
for heat dissipation is restricted and heat sinks
or fans are unacceptable. Its ruggedability gives
it the power to perform round-the-clock in
unattended environments.
Other advantages of Rhodeus includes high speed
10/100 Ethernet LAN and ample I/O interfaces,
2 serial ports, 2 USB 2.0 ports, parallel port for
peripheral connection, 1 ATA-33 channel, Compact
Flash Type-II socket, PC/104 expansion bus, LCD &
CRT interface, floppy, and watchdog timer.

www.diamondsystems.com
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Intel Atom N2800 CPU at 1.86GHz
2GB or 4GB 64-bit DDR3 SDRAM soldered on board
4 USB 2.0 ports
4 RS-232/422/485 + 2 RS-232 ports
1 Gigabit Ethernet port
1 SATA port for external hard drive
mSATA flashdisk socket
18-bit LVDS LCD display with dual independent
inputs
VGA CRT video output
8 digital I/O lines
ALC892 HD audio
PCIe MiniCard socket
Bottom-mounted heat spreader for conduction
cooling
PCI-104 & PCIe/104 expansion
<10W power consumption
PC/104-Plus form factor 4.55" x 3.775"
(116mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +75°C operation

AMD Geode LX800 processor at 500MHz
Up to 1GB DDR2 SO-DIMM memory
CRT and 18/24-bit LCD support
1 10/100 Ethernet port
2 USB 2.0 ports
1 RS-232 + 1 RS-232/422/485 ports
1 IDE port
CompactFlash Type II socket
Watchdog timer
PC/104 (ISA) expansion bus
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
-20°C to +71°C or -40°C to +85°C fanless operation

Rhodeus has all the necessary features and
expansion capability in 96 X 90 mm form factor,
which makes it ideal for applications where space is
limited but multiple I/O configurations are needed.
Rhodeus supports Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows CE 5.0, and Linux.

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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Gigabit Ethernet Switches
EPSILON-24000

NEW!

Managed 26-Port Gigabit
Ethernet Switch with Dual
Fiber Ports
Epsilon-24000 is a managed
Layer 2+ Ethernet switch
Epsilon-24000 16-Port Model
module offering up to
24 10/100/1000Mbps
copper twisted pair ports
and 2 small form factor
pluggable (SFP) sockets in
the compact PC/104 form
factor.
Epsilon-24000 26-port model
All switch functions are managed by a
microprocessor embedded directly into the switch.
The processor is accessed via an in-band web
interface over one of the Ethernet ports or via
an out-of-band command-line interface over an
RS-232 serial port. The integrated web interface
provides an intuitive GUI for use in configuring and
managing all switch functionality.
Epsilon-24000 includes a dual SFP socket for
interfacing to 1G fiber Ethernet networks. One port
can operate at enhanced 2.5G speed to support
efficient stacking of two switches together for a
combined total of 50 ports.
Epsilon-24000 was designed for use in vehicle and
harsh environment applications. All I/O connectors
are latching, providing enhanced reliability
over the RJ-45 connectors used in commercial
Ethernet switches. A 50% thicker PCB provides
better protection against vibration in vehicle
environments. The wide range 5-34V input power
supply is compatible with all common vehicle
and industrial power sources. The -40ºC to +85ºC
operating range makes Epsilon-24000 suitable for
use in outdoor and vehicle applications.

16 Gigabit Ethernet ports or
24 Gigabit Ethernet ports and 2 SFP sockets
Built-in microcontroller for configuration and
management
In-band web interface or RS-232 serial port out-of
band interface
Standalone operation that does not require any host
computer interface
8K MAC addresses and 4K VLANs (IEEE 802.1Q)
8K IPv4 and IPv6 multicast group support
Jumbo frame support at all speeds
DSCP remarking for both IPv4 and IPv6 frames
Multicast and broadcast storm control, as well as
flooding control
Full-duplex flow control (IEEE 802.3X) and halfduplex backpressure
Rapid Spanning Tree protocol
Flexible link aggregation support based on Layer-2
through Layer-4 information (IEEE 802.3ad)
Multiple protocol support: IEEE 802.1d, IEEE 802.1w,
IEEE 802.1s, and IEEE 802.1X
Wide input voltage range: 5-34VDC
Latching I/O connectors for increased ruggedness
PC/104 form factor 3.775" x 4.55" (96mm x 115mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

Epsilon-24000 with daughter card on top, main board
in middle and heat spreader on the bottom

Web-based GUI For Easy Configuration and Management
All of Diamond Systems’ rugged Ethernet Switches come pre-loaded with all required firmware, enabling its
immediate operation without any development effort. Also included is an intuitive GUI (shown below) for
use in configuring and managing switch functionality either via the web interface or serial port.

10
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Gigabit Ethernet Switches
EPSILON-12G2
Managed 14-Port
Carrier Grade
Gigabit Ethernet Switch
with Dual Fiber Ports
Epsilon-12G2 is a rugged, managed
Layer 2+ Ethernet switch offering twelve
10/100/1000Mbps copper twisted
pair ports and two SFP sockets on a
compact COM Express form-factor
board. The SFP ports support 1Gbps
and 2.5Gbps operation. The module’s
built-in microprocessor handles all switch
functions, and is accessed via an in-band
web interface over one of the Ethernet
ports or via an out-of band commandline interface. On-board memory holds
dual application images, boot code, MAC
addresses, and configuration parameters,
and can be used for program execution.

EPSILON-8100

8 Gigabit Ethernet ports with non-blocking wire-speed
performance
Built-in 8051 CPU for configuration and management
RS-232 serial port provides out-of-band management interface

Standalone Managed
8-Port Gigabit Ethernet
Switch
Epsilon-8100 is a
rugged, managed
Layer 2+ Ethernet
switch offering eight 10/100/1000Mbps
copper twisted pair ports on a PC/104
form-factor board. Epsilon-8100 can be
used standalone or mounted on a PC/104
stack. The module’s built-in microcontroller
handles configuration and management
and offers both a web interface and serial
port link for configuration and monitoring.
On-board memory holds dual application
images, boot code, MAC addresses, and
configuration parameters. The built-in,
wide-range +5-36VDC power offers
increased flexibility.

Raptor-EG8 Rugged System with
Epsilon-8100 inside, see page 30

www.diamondsystems.com

12 Gigabit Ethernet ports and 2 SFP sockets
Built-in microcontroller for configuration and management
In-band web interface or RS-232 serial port out-of band
interface
Standalone operation that does not require any host computer
interface
8K MAC addresses and 4K VLANs (IEEE 802.1Q)
8K IPv4 and IPv6 multicast group support
Jumbo frame support at all speeds
DSCP remarking for both IPv4 and IPv6 frames
Multicast and broadcast storm control, as well as flooding
control
Full-duplex flow control (IEEE 802.3X) and half-duplex
backpressure
Rapid Spanning Tree protocol
Flexible link aggregation support based on Layer-2 through
Layer-4 information (IEEE 802.3ad)
Multiple protocol support: IEEE 802.1d, IEEE 802.1w, IEEE 802.1s,
and IEEE 802.1X
Wide input voltage range: 5-32VDC
Latching I/O connectors for increased ruggedness
COM Express form factor 4.9" x 3.7" (125mm x 94mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

u

Can operate autonomously or in conjunction with a host SBC
176KB on-board frame buffer
8K MAC addresses and 4K VLANs (IEEE 802.1Q), as well as 8K IP
multicast group support
Jumbo frame support at all speeds
Programmable multi-layer classifier with 4 QoS classes
DSCP remarking for both IPv4 and IPv6 frames
Multicast and broadcast storm control, as well as flooding
control
Full-duplex flow control (IEEE 802.3X) and half-duplex
backpressure
Rapid Spanning Tree protocol
Flexible link aggregation support based on Layer-2 through
Layer-4 information (IEEE 802.3ad)
Multiple protocol support: IEEE 802.1D, IEEE 802.1w, IEEE 802.1s,
and IEEE 802.1X
Wide input voltage range: +5-36VDC
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775"(90mm x 96mm)
Latching I/O connectors for increased ruggedness
-40°C to +85°C operation

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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I/O Product Selection Guide
Diamond Systems continues to lead the industry with the widest range of I/O modules in PC/104 and other
small form factors. All analog and digital I/O modules, as well as the data acquisition circuitry on our SBCs, is
supported by our Universal Driver software for Windows and Linux that simplifies application development.

Data Acquisition Products
Product

Form Factor

Analog Inputs

Analog Outputs

DIO

Pg. No.

DMM-16AP-AT

PC/104-Plus

16 SE, 8 DI

16-bit

250KHz

8

16-bit

19 I/O

Counter/
Timers
8

P104-DAQ1616

PC/104-Plus

16SE, 8DI

16-bit

2MHz

16

16-bit

56 I/O

2

RMM-1616AP

PC/104-Plus

16

16-bit

48 I/O

4

21

DMM-32DX-AT

PC/104

32 SE, 16 DI 16-bit

250KHz

4

12-bit

24 I/O

2

14

DMM-32X-AT

PC/104

32 SE, 16 DI 16-bit

250KHz

4

12-bit

24 I/O

2

14

DMM-16-AT

PC/104

16SE, 8 DI

16-bit

100KHz

4

12-bit

8 I/O

2

15

DMM-AT

PC/104

16SE, 8 DI

12-bit

100KHz

2

12-bit

8 I/O

2

15

16

16-bit

48 I/O

4

PCIe MiniCard

8 SE, 4 DI

16-bit

100KHz

4

16-bit

14 I/O

FeaturePak

16SE, 8DI

16-bit

2MHz

16

16-bit

56 I/O

RMM-1616A

Qty

Res

Sample Max

Qty

Res

Qty

PC/104

DS-MPE-DAQ0804
FP-DAQ1616

Digital I/O Products
Product

Form Factor

DIO

P104-GPIO96

PC/104-Plus

96

8

23

GPIO-MM-XT

PC/104

100

10

17

Onyx-MM-XT

PC/104

48

2

17

OPMM-1616-XT

PC/104

8

16

16

17

PCIe MiniCard 36

FP-GPIO96

FeaturePak

23

13
27

2

24

Serial I/O Products
Pg.
No.

Qty Opto Relay Counter/
In
Out
Timers

DS-MPE-GPIO

21

26

96

8

24

Pg.
No.

Product

Form Factor

Serial

DIO

Qty

Qty

EMM-8EL-XT

PCIe/104

4 or 8

PC/104-Plus

8

8

8

8

16

4 opto 24

16

EMM-8PLUS-XT
EMM-8P-XT

PC/104

EMM-OPT4-XT

PC/104

EMM-4M-XT
DS-MPE-SER4M

19
22

PC/104

4

16

PCIe-MiniCard

4

26

DS-MPE-SER4OPT PCIe MiniCard 4 opto

26

Other I/O Products
Product
MRC-424-XT

Features

Pg. No.
22

PC/104-Plus

Quad Ethernet and Digital I/O

Janus-MM-4LP

PC/104

Quad or Dual Isolated CANbus 2.0

20

JMM-5000

PC/104

218W DC/DC Power Supply

18

JMM-512

PC/104

50W DC/DC Power Supply

18

JMM-LP

PC/104

25W DC/DC Power Supply

19

EMX

6 RS-232/422/485 & 14 DIO

25

EMX-ESG614
EMX-ESG200

12

Form Factor

EMX

Dual Gigabit Ethernet module

25

DS-MPE-CAN2L

PCIe MiniCard

Dual CAN 2.0 Ports

27

DS-MPE-GE210

PCIe MiniCard

Gigabit Ethernet Port

27

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 Analog Output
RMM-1616A

8 or 16 analog outputs; 16-bit D/A resolution
16-bit analog output, voltage and current modes
Voltage output ranges: +/-10V, +/-5V, 0-10V, 0-5V
Current output ranges: 0-20mA, 0-24mA, 4-20mA
30VDC compliance on current outputs
Waveform generator: Up to 100KHz data rate, up to
16 channels simultaneously
48 digital I/O lines with programmable direction
8 32-bit counter/timers
4 24-bit PWM
Factory digital calibration on an individual channel
basis for maximum accuracy
Available in both PC/104 and PC/104-Plus form
factors
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

PC/104 16-bit Analog Output
Module with Voltage and
Current Outputs
The RMM-1616A offers 8 or
16 high-performance 16-bit
DACs with both voltage and current outputs.
A built-in waveform generator circuit offers
up to 100KHz data rate on up to 16 channels
simultaneously. Additional features include 48
digital I/O lines and 8 PWM circuits. RMM-1616A
is available with either 8 or 16 analog outputs. It
features new, ultra-low drift analog components
and factory calibration for lifetime accuracy and
reliable wide temperature operation.
As with all of Diamond's analog I/O boards, RubyMM-1616 utilizes a 6-layer PCB with split analog
and digital power and ground planes to keep the
analog outputs quiet. All analog
and digital lines reset to a known
state on power up or system reset
to guarantee predictable behavior.
Factory calibration ensures the
highest possible accuracy over
the lifetime of the product. These
features make Ruby-MM-1616's
quality and performance a leader in
the market.

RMM-1616A
Control Panel

Advantages of Diamond’s Data Acquisition Products

Although many data acquisition products look the same at first glance, taking a closer look at their
specifications reveals that Diamond’s data acquisition products are among the best available in small form
factor embedded computing. Our products contain a combination of features rarely found on other boards
to provide the highest accuracy and most flexibility in analog circuits. These features include:
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Single-ended / differential inputs for noise
reduction and remote signal measurement
Programmable gain for better resolution with
low-voltage signals
Unipolar / bipolar operation for better
adaptability to sensors and signals
Autocalibration for increased accuracy in wide
temperature environments
A/D FIFO with programmable threshold for
reliable high-speed sampling
Interrupt operation for reduced system overhead

www.diamondsystems.com
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♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Programmable counter/timer for precise A/D
timing
Multiple A/D trigger sources to fit applications
better
High signal chain bandwidth for accuracy in
multi-channel applications
Sample and scan A/D timing for ease of use in
real-time and multi-channel applications
Simultaneous sampling for precision signal
analysis
High level programming library (see back cover)

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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PC/104 Analog I/O
DMM-32DX-AT
32 Channel, 16-bit Analog
I/O with Advanced Automatic
Autocalibration
DMM-32DX-AT is Diamond
Systems’ most advanced
embedded A/D board. It includes a comprehensive
suite of analog and digital features to fit a wide
variety of embedded application needs. Using
Diamond’s patented auto-autocalibration
technology, DMM-32DX-AT provides precise analog
measurements regardless of time or temperature.
DMM-32DX-AT provides 32 analog inputs with
16-bit resolution, 250KHz aggregate sampling rate,
programmable gain, single-ended/differential
operation, and both unipolar and bipolar
input ranges, making it the board of choice for
applications with high channel count requirements.
The 4 16-bit D/A output channels feature userselectable output ranges as well as a programmable
waveform generator feature. The 24 digital I/O
feature bit by bit direction programmability as
well as buffers for enhanced output current of
-15mA (logic 1) / 64mA (logic 0). The on-board
programmable counter/timer circuitry includes

DMM-32X-AT
32 Channel, 16-bit Analog I/O
with Autocalibration
DMM-32X-AT offers 32
channels of 16-bit A/D for
precision, high-channel count,
cost-conscious applications. The 250KHz aggregate
sample rate supports most common industrial
application requirements, while Diamond’s
autocalibration technology ensures accurate
performance over the product’s entire lifetime.
Programmable gain, single-ended/differential
operation, and both unipolar and bipolar input
ranges increase the board’s flexibility.
The 4 D/A output channels feature user-selectable
output ranges as well as a programmable waveform
generator feature. The 24 digital I/O feature bit by
bit direction programmability as well as buffers for
enhanced output current of -15mA (logic 1) / 64mA
(logic 0). The on-board programmable counter/
timer circuitry includes a 32-bit counter/timer for
A/D and D/A sample timing, as well as a 16-bit
counter/timer for general counting, timing, and
programmable interrupt functions.

14

32 single-ended / 16 differential inputs
16-bit A/D resolution
250KHz max sample rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-0.625V unipolar
1024 sample A/D FIFO with programmable
threshold
Patented auto-autocalibration of A/D and D/A for
highest accuracy
4 16-bit D/A
24 programmable direction DIO
Counter/timers for A/D control and general use
Low noise design
D/A waveform generator with 1024-sample
waveform buffer
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

a 32-bit counter/timer for A/D and D/A sample
timing, as well as a 16-bit counter/timer for general
counting, timing, and programmable interrupt
functions.

32 single-ended / 16 differential inputs
16-bit A/D resolution
250KHz max sample rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-0.625V unipolar
1024 sample A/D FIFO with programmable
threshold
Interrupt-based A/D data transfer with FIFO support
Autocalibration of A/D and D/A for highest accuracy
4 12-bit D/A
D/A waveform buffer of 1,024 samples with 100KHz
output rate
24 programmable direction digital I/O lines
Counter/timers for A/D control and general use
Low noise design
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 Analog I/O
DMM-16-AT
16-channel, 16-bit Analog I/O
with Autocalibration
Diamond-MM-16-AT features
high performance and
flexibility for a mid-range
price. It has 16 single ended/8
differential analog inputs with both unipolar and
bipolar input ranges and programmable gain. It has
a maximum sampling rate of 100KHz, supported by
a 512-sample FIFO. Both single-channel and multichannel scan sampling modes are supported. The
A/D can be triggered with a software command, the
on-board programmable timer, or an external signal.
The board also has 4 12-bit D/A channels with
multiple unipolar and bipolar output ranges. The
DACs feature simultaneous update capability. The
output range can be set via software anywhere
between 0V and 10V with 1mV precision in both
unipolar and bipolar modes. The board also has an
on-board counter/timer to control A/D sampling
or rate generator functions, 8 digital inputs, and
8 digital outputs. Hardware interrupts can be
generated from the counter/timer as well as an
external digital signal.

DMM-AT
16 Channel, 12-bit Analog I/O
with Autocalibration
DMM-AT offers best-in-class
performance for a 12-bit
analog I/O module. It features
autocalibration for maximum
accuracy over time and temperature. This costeffective board includes Diamond’s standard
advanced analog architecture, including singleended/differential inputs, programmable gain, A/D
FIFO, and counter/timer for precise A/D timing.
Both analog inputs and outputs benefit from
our unique multi-range autocalibration process.
Multiple on-board precision references are used to
calibrate the board in each range, thereby ensuring
the highest degree of accuracy. The analog outputs
are also fed back to the autocalibration circuit for
precise output range calibration as well as userprogrammable output ranges.

www.diamondsystems.com
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16 single-ended / 8 differential analog inputs
16-bit A/D resolution
100KHz max sample rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-1.25V unipolar
Interrupt-based A/D data transfer with FIFO support
512 sample A/D FIFO with programmable threshold
Autocalibration of A/D and D/A for high accuracy
4 12-bit D/A
8 digital inputs and 8 digital outputs
Counter/timers for A/D control and general use
Low-noise design feature
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

The board is supported by Diamond’s Universal
Driver programming software for Linux, Windows
2000/XP/CE/Embedded 7, and DOS.

16 single-ended / 8 differential analog inputs
12-bit A/D resolution
100KHz max sample rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-1.25V unipolar
Interrupt-based A/D data transfer with FIFO support
512 sample FIFO
Autocalibration for high accuracy
2 12-bit D/A
8 digital inputs and 8 digital outputs
Counter/timers for A/D control and general use
Low noise design
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

The A/D features are complemented by a full range
of D/A, counter/timer, and digital I/O to provide an
all-in-one solution for applications requiring a realworld interface.

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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PC/104 Serial Communications
EMM-8P-XT
8-Port RS-232/422/485
PC/104 Module
Emerald-MM-8P offers
eight RS-232/422/485
ports with programmable
protocol, address, and
IRQ settings for each port. An on-board EEPROM
stores the configuration for automatic loading on
power-up, and a software utility lets you configure
the settings to fit your needs exactly. The UARTS
contain larger FIFOs for improved performance
and reliability when multiple ports are operating
simultaneously.

EMM-4M-XT
4-Port RS-232/422/485
PC/104 Module
The low-cost Emerald-MM
offers 4 RS-232/422/485
ports with jumper-selectable
protocol, address, and IRQ
settings for each port. Emerald-MM offers more
interrupt level and I/O address options than other
quad serial port modules. Therefore, integrating the
board into your computer system is a simpler task.
Eight different I/O address combinations and 10
different interrupt levels are available. Any number
of ports can share the same interrupt level. Wide
temperature compatibility makes Emerald-MM
suitable for use in outdoor and vehicle applications.

EMM-OPT4-XT
4-Port Optoisolated
RS-232/422/485 PC/104
Module
The EMM-OPT4-XT provides
4 multi-protocol serial
ports intended for use in
applications with long-distance connections or
other factors where ground differentials or noise
spikes can damage non-isolated ports. Each port
is independently isolated and configurable and
features full 8-signal RS-232 as well as full-duplex
RS-422 and half-duplex RS-485 communications.

16

8 RS-232/422/485 serial ports
Full handshake RS-232
Software-programmable protocol, port addresses,
and interrupt levels
Up to 460.8kbps data rate
Dual 16C654 quad UARTS with 64-byte FIFOs
Interrupt sharing reduces load on CPU resources
8 digital I/O lines
Dual 40-pin I/O headers (4 ports per header)
16-bit PC/104 bus for additional interrupt levels
+5V only power supply
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

4 RS-232/422/485 serial ports
Full handshake RS-232
115.2K max baud rate
Jumper-selectable protocols, addresses and
interrupts
16C554 UARTs with 16-byte FIFOs
Build-in interrupt sharing
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

4 Optoisolated serial ports, RS-232/422/485
Full handshake RS-232
Isolation of 1000V AC or DC, port to port or port to
system
460.8Kbps max baud rate
Jumper-selectable protocols, addresses and
interrupts
16C2850 UARTs with 128-byte FIFOs
24 digital I/O lines with programmable direction
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 Digital I/O
GPIO-MM-XT
PC/104 FPGA Module with
pre-configured Functionality
GPIO-MM-XT offers a lowcost FPGA platform for the
development of custom
logic. It offers up to 100 I/O
lines for I/O-intensive applications. The standard
preprogrammed personality includes 48 digital I/O
lines plus 10 counter/timers based on the powerful
AMD 9513 IC. Several standard off the shelf
personalities are available, and custom ones can
be developed either by users with Xilinx tools or by
Diamond as a customization service.

FPGA-based digital I/O module with
pre-programmed feature sets
64 GPIO + 10 16-bit counter/timers
96 GPIO
100 I/O pins on 3 connectors
2 programmable interrupts
8 diagnostic LEDs
RAM -based field-reprogrammable FPGA with 200K
gates
40MHz on-board clock to drive digital logic
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

ONYX-MM-XT

48 digital I/O lines using 82C55 ICs

Low Cost Digital I/O Module

Programmable I/O direction on all ports

The Onyx-MM family offers
a low-cost solution for
PC/104 digital I/O, using
the popular 82C55 IC. The
board has 2 ICs with 3 8-bit
programmable direction
ports per IC (48 lines in total).

10K pull-up resistors on all DIO lines

The 3 16-bit counter/timers are based on an 82C54
IC. The counter inputs can be switched between
external signals, the on-board 4MHz clock oscillator,
or counter outputs, all under software control. By
using one counter's output as another counter's
input, you can cascade counters in software to
create a 32-bit or 48-bit counter.

Programmable and timer-driven interrupts

3 16-bit counter/timers using 82C54 IC
3 PC/104 bus interrupt lines
On-board 4MHz clock oscillator
Generate bus interrupts at programmable intervals

OPMM-1616-XT
Optoisolated Input and
Relay Output Module
OPMM-1616-XT features 16
optoisolated, unidirectional
digital inputs that accept
DC voltages up to 30VDC.
The inputs feature a
programmable edge detection circuit (change of
state detection circuit) that can generate interrupts
on any change on any input. The 16 relay outputs
are SPDT format (form C). Each relay has 3 contacts:
Common, Normally Open, and Normally Closed.
For safety and reliability, all relays are at their
power-off state at power-up or system reset. Each
relay can switch both AC and DC voltages.

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

16 optoisolated inputs with current limiting resistors
30VDC input capacity
Programmable edge detection with interrupts
16 Form C SPDT relay outputs
2A current capacity per relay
30VDC / 60W switching capacity
Interrupt on change of state capability
500VDC isolation between board and signals
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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PC/104 Power Supplies
JMM-5000

NEW!

Up to 218W total output power at 25°C

218 Watt DC/DC Power
Supply Module

+5VDC at 20A maximum

Jupiter-MM-5000 highefficiency, high-precision
power supplies of up to
218W consist of a PC/104 form factor module
with complete DC-DC voltage regulator circuitry,
integrated thermal solution, detachable screw
terminal block I/O connections, and PC/104 bus
connectors.
The Jupiter-5000 uses a state of the art design with
the latest generation high efficiency components.
It delivers efficiency as high as 95 percent,
reducing input power requirements as well as heat
generation. Both a low profile heat sink and heat
spreader cooling options are available.

+12VDC at 8A maximum
+3.3VDC at 5A maximum
+5VDC standby option at 1A max
+3.3VDC standby option at 0.1A max
Input protection circuit
Output current limit and short circuit protection
Remote on/off control
High efficiency: 92 – 94% at 5V output
Extreme load stability: 0.35% max output droop
Extreme temperature stability: ±0.5%
Extremely low noise: ±12mV ripple
Excellent transient load response: ±72mV

JMM-5000 with heat spreader

JMM-5000 with heat sink

Full featured models include a system controller
with control panel software and an application
library that offers advanced configuration and realtime control of the following features:
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Heat sink or heat spreader cooling solutions
PC/104 and PC/104-Plus models available
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C (-40°F to +185°F) operation

Individual supply on/off control for all outputs
Output voltage / current monitoring
Output voltage adjustment, sequencing and slew
rate control
Input voltage monitoring
Fault handling based on programmable
limits with interrupt notification, including
supply shutdown in case of overload or other
programmed conditions
Hiccup mode for auto-restart when fault
conditions are removed
Min / max voltage and temperature logging
Secondary input cutover voltage selection

JMM-512
50 Watt DC/DC Power
Supply Module
The Jupiter-MM family of
DC/DC power supplies
offers mid-range, costeffective, rugged power
solutions for PC/104 systems requiring up to 50W
output power. They feature a cascaded power
design with secondary outputs driven by the 5V
output. The full 50W output power is available on
the 5V output if the other outputs are not needed.

18

Wide input voltage range: +7 to +34VDC input

JMM-5000
Control
Panel

50W max output power on +5VDC
5VDC/10A max
12VDC/2A max
-12VDC / 1A max (optional)
-5VDC / 0.15A max (optional)
7-34VDC input range
Screw terminal and PC/104 bus power distribution
Shutdown control
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
Output power available on PC/104 bus and
detachable screw terminal block
-40°C to +85°C operation

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 Power Supplies
JMM-LP
25 Watt DC/DC Power Supply
Module
Sizing a power supply to the
application is important for
maximum efficiency and
minimized heat dissipation. JMM-LP is a costeffective solution for many low- and mid-range
PC/104 systems requiring less than 25W. It also
offers reduced weight due to the fact that no heat
sink is required.

Low cost DC/DC supply
25 watts output power
5VDC/5A max
7-34VDC input range
Screw terminal and PC/104 bus power distribution
Shutdown control
PC/104 form factor 3.55" x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
Output power available on PC/104 bus and
detachable screw terminal block
-40°C to +85°C operation

PCI/104-Express OneBank I/O Modules
EMM-8EL-XT
High-speed 4/8 port
RS-232/422/485 PCIe/104 Module
with Optional Opto-Isolation
The Emerald-MM-8EL family of
PCIe/104 serial I/O products offers
4 or 8 serial ports with or without opto-isolation in
the PCI/104-Express form factor. The UART provides
256-byte TX/RX FIFOs, high-speed operation
(1Mbps in RS-232 and 10Mbps in RS-422/485),
and auto-RS-485 transmit control. For models
with opto-isolation, each port is independently
isolated with
an isolated
power
and signal
chip plus
additional
isolators for
all control
signals.

4 or 8 RS-232/422/485 serial ports with
programmable protocols
Optional independent isolation port by port
PCIe interface UART with 256-byte FIFOs and 16
GPIO lines
Multi-protocol transceivers with high speed, ESD
and open-circuit protection
Data rates up to 1Mbps in RS-232 & 10Mbps in
RS-422 / RS-485
RS-422/485 programmable termination
+/-15KV ESD protection on all serial ports
Staggered turn-on of isolated power devices for
reduced inrush current
Onboard microcontroller with flash memory to
manage configuration
Supports Linux, Windows XP, 2000, Vista and 7
PCI/104-Express form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

EMM-8EL-XT
Control Panel

PCIe MINICARD CARRIER

NEW!

PCI/104-Express Quad PCIe
MiniCard Carrier

PCIe x1 and USB interfaces

The PCIe MiniCard carrier
offers four PCIe MiniCard
sockets on a compact
PCI/104 Express form factor
board. All four sockets have
PCIe x 1 and USB interfaces and support full size
and half size PCIe MiniCard modules. The module
provides full support to all sockets while consuming
only a single lane of host SBC resources. SIM card
support is provided for two sockets.

www.diamondsystems.com

4 PCIe MiniCard sockets

u

Supports full and half size PCIe MiniCards
SIM cards supported in 2 sockets
mSATA flashdisk supported in one socket
PCI-104 pass through
PCI/104-Express form factor 4.5" x 3.775"
(114mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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PC/104-Plus CAN I/O
JANUS-MM-4LP

NEW!

2 or 4 CAN 2.0B ports

PC/104-Plus Quad or Dual
Isolated CAN Module with
DIO

Data rates up to 1Mbps
Supports standard (11-bit) and extended (29-bit)
frames

The Janus-MM-4LP-XT family
of I/O modules offers two or
four opto-isolated CANbus
Janus-MM-4LP Model
2.0B ports plus 16 digital I/O
lines. Models are available
in both the PC/104-Plus and
PC/104 form factors. An
FGPA core houses the CAN
controller logic and digital
I/O logic providing data
rates up to 1Mbps. Each
CAN port supports standard
Janus-MM-2LP Model
and extended frames as
well as expanded TX and RX message queues for
enhanced performance. Each port has its own
combination isolator and transceiver chip.
Janus-MM-4LP-XT fits a wide variety of rugged and
on-vehicle embedded serial I/O application needs.
It was designed with harsh applications in mind
including latching connectors to further improve
reliability. Extended temperature operation of -40°C
to +85°C is tested and guaranteed. The module is
compatible with MIL-STD-202G shock and vibration
specifications.

16 8-byte transmit message queues
31 8-byte receive message queues
16 receive filters
Galvanically isolated transceivers
Selectable biased split termination
16 digital I/O lines
Supports Linux Ubuntu 12.04LTS and Windows
Embedded 7
PC/104 and PC/104-Plus models
PC/104 form factor 3.55” x 3.775” (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

Janus-MM-4LP-XT comes with a basic CAN driver
for both Windows Embedded 7 and Linux Ubuntu
12.04 LTS operating systems. Windows Embedded
7 and Linux APIs and monitor programs are also
included. The monitor program allows users to set,
manage and observe all of the functions and traffic
on the CAN ports and digital I/O lines.

Janus-MM-4LP Windows Monitor Program

Janus-MM-4LP Linux Monitor Program
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PC/104-Plus Analog I/O
DMM-16AP-AT

NEW!

16-channel, 16-bit Analog I/O
with Autocalibration
Diamond-MM-16AP-AT
features high performance
and flexibility for a mid-range
price. It has 16 single ended/8
differential analog inputs with both unipolar
and bipolar input ranges and programmable
gain. It has a maximum sampling rate of 250KHz,
supported by a 512-sample FIFO. The A/D can be
triggered with a software command, the on-board
programmable timer, or an external signal. The
board is supported by Diamond’s Universal Driver
programming software for Linux, Windows 2000/
XP/CE/Embedded 7, and DOS.

RMM-1616AP
PC/104-Plus 16-bit Analog
Output Module with Voltage
and Current Outputs
The RMM-1616AP offers 8 or
16 high-performance 16-bit
DACs with both voltage
and current outputs. A built-in waveform generator
circuit offers up to 100KHz data rate on up to 16
channels simultaneously. Additional features include
48 digital I/O lines and 8 PWM circuits. RMM-1616AP
is available with either 8 or 16 analog outputs and
in both PC/104 and PC/104-Plus configurations. It
features new, ultra-low drift analog components and
factory calibration for lifetime accuracy and reliable
wide temperature operation. These features make
Ruby-MM-1616’s quality and performance a leader
in the market.

16 single-ended / 8 differential analog inputs
16-bit A/D resolution
250KHz max sample rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-1.25V unipolar
512 sample A/D FIFO with programmable threshold
Autocalibration of A/D and D/A for high accuracy
8 12-bit D/A
8 digital inputs and 8 digital outputs
Counter/timers for A/D control and general use
Low-noise design feature
PC/104-Plus form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library
8 or 16 analog outputs
16-bit D/A resolution
16-bit analog output, voltage and current modes,
PC/104 and PC/104-Plus
Voltage output ranges: +/-10V, +/-5V, 0-10V, 0-5V
Current output ranges: 0-20mA, 0-24mA, 4-20mA
30VDC compliance on current outputs
Waveform generator: Up to 100KHz data rate, up to
16 channels simultaneously
48 digital I/O lines with programmable direction
8 32-bit counter/timers
4 24-bit PWM
Factory digital calibration on an individual channel
basis for maximum accuracy
Available in both PC/104 and PC/104-Plus form
factors
PC/104 form factor 3.55“ x 3.775" (90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

As with all of Diamond's analog I/O boards, RubyMM-1616AP utilizes a 6-layer PCB with split analog
and digital power and ground planes to keep the
analog outputs quiet. All analog and digital lines
reset to a known state on power up or system
reset to guarantee predictable behavior. Factory
calibration ensures the highest possible accuracy
over the lifetime of the product. These features
make Ruby-MM-1616's quality and performance a
leader in the market.
RMM-1616AP Control Panel

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104-Plus I/O Modules
EMM-8Plus-XT

8 serial ports with up to 1.8432Mbps data rates
Configurable for RS-232/RS-422/RS-485 protocols or
simple TTL level operation
Max baud rate 1.8432Mbps

PC/104-Plus 8-Port
RS-232/422/485
Serial Module
Emerald-MM-8Plus offers 8
RS-232/422/485 ports in a
PC/104-Plus module using
the PCI bus for improved
performance and higher speed. Supporting
baud rates up to 921.6K bps in RS-232 mode or
1.8432Mbps in RS422 or RS485 mode, each port
can be individually selected for RS-232, RS-422,
RS-485 or TTL level operation. Both local-echo and
non-local-echo modes are supported for RS-485. It
offers jumper-selectable protocol and termination
settings for each port.

Jumper selectable products
Exar XR17D158 Octal UART with 64-byte FIFOs
Plug and Play configuration
Supports interrupt sharing
Dual 40-pin I/O headers, 4 ports per header
8 programmable digital I/O lines
PC/104-Plus form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

The larger FIFOs (64 bytes TX/RX) and higher baud
rate capability (921.6Kbps for RS-232, 1.8432Mbps
for RS-422/485) gives this board dramatically
improved performance and reliability over ISA -based
serial ports.

Emerald-MM-8Plus offers eight convenient digital
I/O lines. The direction of each line is independently
programmable. The board also features a 16-bit
programmable counter / timer with a configurable
clock source.

MRC-424-XT
PC/104-Plus Expansion
Module with Quad Ethernet
and Digital I/O
The MRC-424-XT PC/104-Plus
module integrates 4 PCIbased 10/100 Ethernet ports
with 24 user-configurable
digital I/O lines in the compact and rugged PC/104Plus format. This 2-in-1 combination of Ethernet and
digital I/O can help lower the size and cost of your
embedded system by eliminating one additional
board from your PC/104 stack.

4 PCI-based 10/100 Ethernet ports
Dual PCI 2-port switch architecture
Pin header Ethernet connections for greater
ruggedness
Ethernet activity LEDs for each port
24 digital I/O lines on ISA bus
PC/104-Plus form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Fully PC/104-Plus compliant mechanical design
Multiple assembly options: 1 or 2 Ethernet ports

The dual 2-port switch architecture of MRC424-XT enables the creation of distributed
daisy-chain networks of systems, which are
able to communicate up and down the chain
independently.
The 24 digital I/O lines are based on an 82C55 chip
and feature programmable direction in 4- and 8-bit
groups. All I/O lines contain user-configurable 10K
ohm pull-up resistors.
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PC/104-Plus I/O Modules
P104-DAQ1616
PC/104-Plus Data
Acquisition Module
with 2MHz A/D, D/A,
Autocalibration, and
Digital I/O
P104-DAQ1616 is
a PC/104-Plus data acquisition I/O card. This
module offers 16 channels of 16-bit or 12-bit A/D
sampling at a maximum of 2MHz, supported
with an expanded 16K-sample FIFO for reliable
data collection in any operating system. Analog
output capability features 16 16-bit channels
with programmable output ranges. All analog I/O
features are enhanced with our industry-leading
autocalibration technology, featuring independent
calibration factors for each input and output range
to guarantee maximum accuracy.
Digital I/O features include seven 8-bit ports with
both bit-wide and byte-wide direction control, two
32-bit programmable counter/timers, and four 24bit PWM circuits.

P104-GPIO96
PC/104-Plus Digital I/O
Module with 96 I/O lines
P104-GPIO96 uses a Lattice
ECP3 700K gate FPGA with
integrated PCI Express
endpoint to provide a
platform for custom logic
design or off-the-shelf I/O functionality. The base
hardware configuration features 96 digital I/O
lines grouped into 12 8-bit ports. All ports have
I/O buffers to protect the FPGA and and feature
programmable 5V/3.3V logic levels. The ports are
organized into a combination of byte-wide and bitwide direction control for maximum flexibility and
application compatibility.

16 16-bit or 12-bit analog inputs
2MHz maximum aggregate sampling rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-0.625V unipolar
16K sample A/D FIFO with programmable threshold
16 16-bit analog outputs with programmable range
and polarity
Autocalibration circuit with precision reference
voltages
56 programmable digital I/O
2 32-bit counter/timers for A/D timing and general
purpose use
4 24-bit pulse-width modulator circuits
PC/104-Plus (ISA + PCI) PCI interface
PC/104-Plus form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

FPGA-based design with in-the-field
reconfigurability
96 buffered, programmable digital I/O
Byte-wide and bit-wide port direction control
5V/3.3V configurable I/O logic levels
8 32-bit counter/timers
4 24-bit pulse-width modulators
PC/104-Plus (ISA + PCI) PCI interface
PC/104-Plus form factor 3.55" x 3.775"
(90mm x 96mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

The built-in FPGA personality provides multiple
configuration options. All 96 I/O lines may be
used in common I/O mode; Six of these ports can
be reconfigured to enable an array of additional
features, including 8 32-bit up/down counter/
timers with programmable input source and gate,
four 24-bit PWM.

www.diamondsystems.com
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FeaturePak I/O Modules
FP-DAQ1616

16 16-bit or 12-bit analog inputs
2MHz maximum aggregate sampling rate
Programmable ranges from ±10V down to ±0.625V
bipolar, 0-10V down to 0-0.625V unipolar
16K sample A/D FIFO with programmable threshold
16 16-bit analog outputs with programmable range
and polarity
Autocalibration circuit with precision reference
voltages
56 programmable digital I/O
2 32-bit counter/timers for A/D timing and general
purpose use
4 24-bit pulse-width modulator circuits
1 PCI Express x1 lane host interface
FeaturePak form factor 1.7" x 2.55" (43mm x 65mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

FeaturePak Data Acquisition Module
with 2MHz A/D, D/A, Autocalibration,
and Digital I/O
FP-DAQ1616 offers advanced, high-speed data
acquisition in an extremely compact module with a
PCI Express interface. This module offers 16 channels
of 16-bit or 12-bit A/D sampling at a maximum of
2MHz, supported with an expanded 16K-sample
FIFO for reliable data collection in any operating
system. Digital I/O features include seven 8-bit
ports with both bit-wide and byte-wide direction
control, two 32-bit up/down counter/timers with
programmable input source and gate, and four 24bit pulse-width modulation circuits.

FP-GPIO96

FPGA-based design with in-the-field
reconfigurability
96 buffered, programmable digital I/O
Byte-wide and bit-wide port direction control
5V/3.3V configurable logic levels
8 32-bit counter/timers
4 24-bit pulse-width modulators
1 PCI Express x1 lane host interface
FeaturePak form factor 1.7" x 2.55" (43mm x 65mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation
Supported by Universal Driver™ programming library

FeaturePak Digital I/O Module
with 96 I/O lines
FP-GPIO96 is a FeaturePak general purpose digital
I/O module using a high-capacity (700K gate
equivalent) PCI Express FPGA for maximum density
and flexibility. The base hardware configuration
features 96 digital I/O lines grouped into 12 8-bit
ports. All ports have I/O buffers to protect the FPGA
and and feature programmable 5V/3.3V logic levels.
The ports are organized into a combination of bytewide and bit-wide direction control for maximum
flexibility and application compatibility. This module
can also be used for full-custom FPGA designs.

FeaturePak™ Standard
The FeaturePak
standard defines
a highly-compact,
1.70 in.
low-profile way to
(43 mm.)
add configurable
I/O functions to
embedded systems.
FeaturePak modules provide snap-in I/O for SBCs
and COMs, or can be building blocks to simplify
the development of fully-custom embedded
electronics.

Key Benefits

2.55 in. (65 mm.)

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
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Shortens time-to-market
Reduces board-level development costs & risks
Simplifies system design
Eliminates cables, resulting in higher reliability,
lower cost & faster assembly
Enables scalable & reconfigurable system design
Enables easy product upgrades
Protects from component obsolescence
Encapsulates intellectual property
Suitable for SBCs, baseboards & proprietary designs
Ideal for rapid-prototyping through high-volume
applications
Ideal format for silicon vendor reference designs
Open standard increases market acceptance

www.diamondsystems.com
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EMX I/O Modules
EMX-ESG200
EMX Compact™ I/O Module with
Gigabit Ethernet
EMX-ESG200 provides 2 PCI
Express gigabit Ethernet ports
based on the Intel 82574IT
industrial temperature gigabit Ethernet controller.
The board utilizes two PCIe lanes on the EMX I/O
connector, one for each controller, offering higher
throughput compared to designs using a PCIe
switch that shares one lane for both ports. Status

EMX-ESG614
EMX Compact™ I/O Module with
Serial, GPIO, and GPS Receiver
EMX-ESG614 is an EMX Compact
form factor I/O module featuring
6 serial ports, 14 GPIO lines,
and support for a Trimble Condor 23-channel GPS
receiver. The six RS-232/422/485 ports are based
on the SMSC SCH3116 industrial temperature
UART. The board is available in three different
configurations to support both low-cost and highI/O applications. All I/O uses locking I/O connectors
for increased ruggedness.

Dual Gigabit Ethernet ports
Driver support for:
- Windows Embedded Standard 7
- Windows CE 6
- Linux 2.6
EMX expansion bus for stackable I/O
EMX form factor 3.74" x 3.74" (95mm x 95mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

LEDs are provided on board for both ports, and a
utility connector provides access to the LED signals
for use on a panel display.
Six serial ports:
- 4 RS-232/422/485 ports
- 2 RS-232 ports
14 GPIO lines
GPIO is 3.3V logic, 5V tolerant
Support for GPS receiver
Driver support for:
- Windows Embedded Standard 7
- Windows CE 6
- Linux 2.6
EMX expansion bus forstackable I/O
EMX form factor 3.74" x 3.74" (95mm x 95mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

EMX-ESG777
EMX Compact™ I/O Module with
Gigabit Ethernet, Serial, GPIO,
and GPS Receiver

EMX-ESG777 combines all of the features of
the EMX-ESG200 and EMX-ESG614 for greater
efficiency!

EMX™ Standard
The EmbeddedXpress (EMX) standard is the only embedded
form factor that combines the performance scalability of
COMs with the configuration flexibility of stackable I/O. EMX
offers choices in both CPU
modules and I/O modules
in the same system. This
provides unprecedented
flexibility in configuration plus
increased product lifecycles
with easier CPU migration
and reduced total cost of
ownership.

Key Benefits
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

EMX Bus I/O Features

www.diamondsystems.com
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Converts COMs into complete off-theshelf solutions
Enables compact, rugged, modular,
scalable system designs
Expansion bus consumes less space,
allowing more features to fit on one
board
Maximizes board coastline available for
I/O connectors
Future-proof expansion bus with plenty
of unused pins
Reduces SBC development time and cost
Simplifies migration to new processors
Lengthens product lifecycles

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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PCIe MiniCard I/O Modules
DS-MPE-SER4M
PCIe MiniCard 4-Port High
Speed RS-232/422/485 Module
The DS-MPE-SER4M provides
4 high-speed multi-protocol serial ports in the
ultra-compact PCIe MiniCard form factor. Data rates
on each of the RS-232/422/485 ports are up to
1Mbps in RS-232 mode, and 10Mbps in RS-422 and
RS-485 modes. It features deep FIFOs for high speed
operation, individual protocol selection for each
port, selectable 120-Ohm line termination for RS422/485, wide temperature operation, and latching
I/O connectors.

4 RS-232/422/485 ports
Maximum baud rate:
RS-232: 1 Mbps
RS-422: 10 Mbps
RS-485: 10 Mbps
16550 compatible UARTs
256-byte TX/RX FIFOs
15KV ESD protection
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

The DS-MPE-SER4M product comes with the PCIe
MiniCard hardware assembly, a cable kit with two
dual serial cables, and a hardware kit containing
jumpers and mounting screws.

DS-MPE-SER4OPT
PCIe MiniCard 4-Port
Optoisolated Serial Module
The DS-MPE-SER4OPT offers
opto-isolation for better reliability in long-distance
connections or noisy environments. Each pair of
serial ports offers up to 500V isolation from the
system ground. It offers four RS-232/485 serial ports
in the PCIe MiniCard full size form factor with an
extended operating temperature of -40ºC to +85ºC.
Models can be ordered with 4 RS-232 ports, 4 RS485 ports, or 2 RS-232 and 2 RS-485 ports. Latching
connectors are used for increased ruggedness.

DS-MPE-GPIO
PCIe MiniCard Digital I/O &
FPGA Module
The DS-MPE-GPIO provides 36
lines of digital I/O. The I/O lines can be configured
for simple I/O operation or can serve as counter/
timer I/O and pulse-width modulation outputs. Two
ports are fixed digital I/O ports with programmable
direction in 8-bit groups. One port can operate as
either a 4-bit DIO or 4 counter/timers with 1 input
and 1 output per counter. One port can operate
as either 8 DIO or up to 8 pulse width modulators.
Both byte-wide and bit-wide port direction control
is supported. All I/O ports are buffered for enhanced
output current capability and protection and
feature programmable pull-up/down resistors.
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4 optoisolated RS-232/485 serial ports
Maximum baud rate:
1Mbps RS-232 mode
10Mbps RS-485 mode
Available models:
- 4 RS-232
- 4 RS-485
- 2 RS-232 + 2 RS-485
16550 compatible UARTs
256-byte TX/RX FIFOs
+/-500V input/output isolation
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

36 buffered digital I/O lines
Configurable for up to 4 24-bit PWM
Configurable for 4 programmable counter/timers
Buffered outputs
Jumper-selectable pull-up / pull-down resistors
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Universal Driver support for all functions
Control panel software for Windows and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

www.diamondsystems.com
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PCIe MiniCard I/O Modules
DS-MPE-DAQ0804
PCIe MiniCard Data
Acquisition I/O Module
The DS-MPE-DAQ0804 offers
a compact and economical means to add analog
and digital I/O to an embedded system. The 16bit analog inputs offer flexibility with unipolar/
bipolar input ranges and single-ended/differential
configuration. The 2048-sample data FIFO with
programmable interrupt threshold further reduces
processor overhead by reducing the interrupt
rate required to transfer data from the board to
the application. The 4 16-bit D/A channels can be
operated in single channel, simultaneous update,
or waveform generator mode. Digital I/O features
include bit/byte I/O, counter/timer, PWM, and
interrupt on change of state capability.

DS-MPE-CAN2L
PCIe MiniCard Dual CAN
2.0 Port Module
The DS-MPE-CAN2L provides
two opto-isolated CAN2.0B compatible ports in the
compact PCIe Minicard form factor. The protocol
uses a multi-master bus configuration for the
transfer of frames between nodes of the network
and manages error handling with no burden
on the host processor. The FPGA-based CAN
controllers feature extra deep FIFOs for enhanced
network efficiency. The two ports can be operated
independently or in dual-redundant mode. Basic
CAN drivers are provided for Windows and Linux.

DS-MPE-GE210
PCIe MiniCard Gigabit
Ethernet Module
The DS-MPE-GE210 provides
a convenient, compact, cost-effective means to add
an extra gigabit Ethernet port to your embedded
system. The Intel 210IT Ethernet controller provides
10/100/1000Mbps operating speed with industrial
temperature range capability. The module includes
link and speed LEDs as well as latching connectors
for enhanced ruggedness.

8 single ended / 4 differential 16-bit analog inputs
100KHz maximum aggregate sample rate
2048 sample A/D FIFO with programmable
threshold
4 16-bit analog outputs
14 digital I/O lines configurable as:
		 4 24-bit PWMs
		 8 32-bit counter/timers
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Universal Driver support for all functions
Control panel software for Windows and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

2 CAN 2.0B ports
1Mbps data rate
31 receive buffers for improved performance
1 high priority and 16 standard priority transmit
16 programmable acceptance filters
Supports 11-bit and 29-bit identifiers
Dual-independent and dual-redundant modes
500V channel-to-channel isolation
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

1 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet port
Wake on LAN
4 LEDs for link, activity, 100 speed, 1000 speed
Latching I/O connectors for increased ruggedness
Drivers for Windows XP, Windows 7, and Linux
Full-size MiniCard 2" x 1.18" (51mm x 30mm)
-40°C to +85°C operation

The DS-MPE-GE210 product comes with the
PCIe MiniCard hardware assembly, one gigabit
Ethernet cable, and a hardware kit containing
mounting screws.

www.diamondsystems.com
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Octavio Box PCs
Octavio systems are compact, lightweight, rugged,
ready to run industrial computer systems. They are
powered by Diamond’s rugged PC/104 form factor
single board computers, based on low-power,
highly integrated CPUs such as the Intel Atom
E640T, E680T, and N2800; AMD LX800; and DMP
Vortex86DX system-on-chip. Many Octavio models
incorporate Diamond’s industry-leading data
acquisition circuitry for added utility.

Embedded-PC subsystem features
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Gigabit or 10/100BaseT Ethernet ports
VGA display interface
4 serial ports
4 USB 2.0 ports
SATA or IDE storage interfaces
Built-in SSD up to 8GB
Keyboard and mouse ports
Real-time clock
Watchdog timer
Up to 16 digital I/O lines
5V or 7-30VDC input

Data Acquisition subsystem features
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

16 16-bit analog inputs with up to 250KHz
sample rate
Interrupt-based A/D sampling with 2048
FIFO
Programmable input ranges
4 12-bit analog outputs
Up to 24 additional programmable digital
I/O lines
2 programmable counter/timers
Autocalibration
Supported by Diamond’s Universal Driver
software

Octavio systems have an internal solid-state
flashdisk preloaded with a bootable Linux or
Windows operating system. Models with integrated
data acquisition functions also include Diamond’s
Universal Driver data acquisition programming
software.
Available SBCs
Athena III
Helios
Atlas
Rhodeus

1.6/1GHz Intel Atom E-Series CPU
& Integrated Data Acquisition
1GHz/800MHz Vortex86DX CPU &
Integrated Data Acquisition
1.86GHz Intel N2800 CPU
500MHz AMD LX800 CPU

Pg.
7
8
9
9

Octavio’s unique design features a larger faceplate
that provides all I/O connectors on a single
enclosure surface for added convenience. All
standard SBC I/O features are available using
industry-standard connectors, including VGA,
Ethernet, USB, multiprotocol serial ports, and
keyboard/mouse interfaces (depending on the
model). The unique panel I/O board design plugs
directly onto the SBC and eliminates most internal
cables for improved ruggedness and reliability.

Side view of board stack with SBC on top, panel I/O board in
the middle, and enclosure metal end cap on the bottom

Physical Characteristics
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
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Easily expandable with additional PC/104
I/O modules
Fanless operation over the full operating
temperature range
Faceplate size: 5.75"W x 5.5"H
(146mm x 140mm)
Case depth: 1.7, 3.0, 5.0, or 7.0 in.
Wall and DIN rail mounting options

Larger case sizes are available to accommodate
additional PC/104 I/O boards or custom electronics
in the enclosure. The front panel design is ready
to accommodate additional I/O without requiring
redesign. Additionally, Octavio systems feature
fanless operation over a wide temperature range.
Systems are available with either wall mount or DIN
rail mount capability.

www.diamondsystems.com
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Pandora PC/104 Enclosures
Tailoring Octavio To Your
Application’s Requirements

Ideal for PC/104 systems

Standard Order Options
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Choice of SBC (see table at left)
Integrated data acquisition subsystem
(depending on SBC)
Up to 8GB flashdisk with pre-programmed
operating system
Integrated 7-30V DC power supply (requires
3.0-inch minimum case height)
Case height options: 1.7, 3.0, 5.0, or 7.0 in.
(Athena III models limited to 3.0" case)
DIN rail or wall mount

Special Order Options
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Integrated SSD or rotating mass storage
Integrated PC/104 I/O modules
Custom BIOS and configuration settings
Additional PC/104 I/O modules
Contact Diamond Systems for other options!

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Pandora provides a fast, light, rugged, and
flexible enclosure solution for PC/104 systems. In
the Pandora concept, one end cap comprises a
base plate to construct a PC/104 stack, including
the SBC, I/O modules, and attached cables.
Access is readily available all around the stack
for easier assembly, and the case dimensions
provide extra space all around to avoid cramped
cable runs. The finished system is inserted into
the case body, and the cables are attached to the
opposite end cap. This results in a solid, reliable,
easy-to-use enclosure system and also enables
quick disassembly if needed. Select from:
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Helios Panel I/O Board

Atlas Panel I/O Board

Compact, easy to assemble
Eliminates most cables with convenient
panel I/O board
Wall mount rear panel
Available in multiple lengths to fit additional
boards and electronics

♦♦

1.7" case fits SBC and optional panel I/O
board
3.0" fits SBC and up to 2 PC/104 modules
5.0" fits SBC and up to 5 PC/104 modules
7.0" fits SBC and up to 7 PC/104 modules

Pandora enclosures offer a choice
of mounting options: either to the
end cap / base plate or to a slide-in
mounting plate as shown at right.
The mounting plate option fits in
the 7" case and includes a variety
of mounting hole patterns for SBCs
or other electronics. It affixes to
end caps at both ends for a solid
and reliable assembly.
Athena III Panel I/O Board

Rhodeus Panel I/O Board

Pandora systems can be customized to meet
the specific needs of your application. Contact
Diamond Systems to discuss your system
requirements.
Customized
Pandora
enclosure

www.diamondsystems.com
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Raptor Hardened Systems
The Raptor family is a series of compact, rugged, cost effective COTS systems that establishes a
new price point in systems designed to excel in harsh environments. Raptor systems comprise two
categories: a range of highly configurable embedded computing platforms and a family of ruggedized
Ethernet switches.

RAPTOR-VEGA
Rugged COTS Embedded
Computer Systems
The Raptor-VEGA embedded
computer system is
designed around small
form factor SBCs featuring
the choice of a low power or high performance
CPU and factory-configurable memory capacity.
A full suite of I/O provides flexibility for most
applications, while the EMX expansion connector
inside the box enables installation of expansion
boards for analog, digital, serial, Ethernet,
MIL-STD1553, CAN or other I/O.
A choice of 5VDC input or wide-range 8-36VDC
input provides extra flexibility. Conduction
cooling provides reliable extended temperature
operation, enabling use in vehicle applications or
harsh environments. Custom cable configurations,
enclosure modifications, and coatings are also
available.

Processor options:
- Intel Core i7-3517UE 1.7GHz
- Intel Core i7-2610UE 1.5GHz
Up to 8GB memory
Dual Gigabit Ethernet
4 RS-232/422/485 serial ports
4 USB 2.0 ports
mSATA flashdisk up to 64GB
Stackable I/O expansion for a wide range of I/O
modules
Wide range 8-36VDC power supply input
-40°C to +85°C operation
Shock & vibration MIL-STD-810F compliant
Sealed construction, IP67 rated
Aluminum T6061 chassis, HBW or Anodized finish
Dimensions: 7.0" L x 6.5" W x 3.75" H
(178mm x 165mm x 95mm)
(not including mounting flanges)

Raptor-Vega is based on the Vega COM Express SBC,
see page 4 for more information.

RAPTOR-EG8

8 copper 10/100/1000Mbps ports
VLAN capability
Jumbo frame support

Rugged Layer 2 Managed
8-Port Gigabit Ethernet
Switch
The Raptor-EG8 is
a rugged Layer 2+
managed gigabit Ethernet switch with automatic
power savings intelligence to power down unused
ports and dynamically adjust the power output on
each active port based on cable length. A separate
serial interface enables access to all management
functions without occupying an Ethernet port.
A choice of 5VDC input or wide-range 7-32VDC
input provides extra flexibility, while the full
industrial operating temperature range enables use
in vehicle applications or harsh environments.
Raptor-EG8 is based on the Epsilon-8100 Gigabit
Ethernet switch, see page 11 for more information.
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Programmable multi-layer classifier with 4QoS
classes
DSCP remarking for IPv4 and IPv6 frames
Multicast/broadcast storm control/flooding control
Network partitioning
Flexible link aggregation
Web-based and RS-232 management interface
+5VDC or 7-32VDC input voltage
-40°C to +85°C operation
Shock & vibration MIL-STD-810F compliant
Sealed construction, IP67 rated
Aluminum T6061 chassis, HBW or Anodized finish
Dimensions: 7.0" L x 6.5" W x 3.75" H
(178mm x 165mm x 95mm)
(not including mounting flanges)

www.diamondsystems.com
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Accessories
Flashdisks
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Rugged, bolt-on installation
Requires no additional space on
stack or in enclosure
Typically support -40°C to +85°C
IDE Flashdisk
operation
Variants available depending on
SBC:
SATA DOM SLC & MLC – 32GB, 64GB
mSATA SLC – 8GB to 64GB
USB Flashdisk
mSATA MLC – 16GB to 64GB
USB – 1GB to 8GB
IDE – 128KB to 4GB
mSATA Flashdisk

PC/104 Spacers &
Mounting Hardware

SPC-104 spacers
MTG104 PC/104 mounting kit,
includes 4 each spacer, screw,
and nut
♦♦ Spacers are 0.6" long x 3/16" diameter x #4-40
thread, with male and female ends; aluminum
with clear finish
SPC-104 is the standard PC/104 mounting spacer with
♦♦
♦♦

0.6” height and #4-40 threads; male/female thread
configuration enables continuous stacking. MTG104
is a complete mounting kit including 4 spacers, 4
screws, and 4 nuts; one kit required per board.

PC/104 Terminal Board

Cables and Cable Kits

♦♦

♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

♦♦

STB-104’s PC/104 format board fits conveniently
on board stack
Angled screw terminals
Accepts 12-28AWG solid or
stranded wiring
50-pin connector for interface
to most Diamond PC/104 I/O
boards
Second I/O connector provides bypass for I/O
signals

♦♦

♦♦

♦♦

Cable kits are available for all SBCs
Cables convert pin
headers to PC-style
connectors
Many individual
cables are also
available
See www.
diamondsystems.com/products/cables for specific
product requirements.

CompactFlash Adapter Kit

PC/104 Prototype Board

♦♦

♦♦

♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Works with type I and II CompactFlash
Enables remote placement for
greater flexibility in enclosure
design
Ejector latch for easy media
removal
Dimensions: 2.95" x 2.76"
-40°C to +85°C operation

HDD Adapter Kit
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Mounts a 2.5" hard drive directly
on the PC/104 stack
Top or bottom stack position
Mounting hardware and IDE cable
included
Dimensions: 3.55" x 3.775"

♦♦

AC Adapters
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

PC/104 Connectors

PC/104 headers are available in both stackthrough
(long pins) and non-stackthrough
(short pins) format. All of these
connectors require soldering.

www.diamondsystems.com
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PC/104 size board with mounting holes – fits
directly on PC/104 stack
.1” x .1” grid of plated .040”
diameter holes fits ICs and
discrete
Grid of +5V & ground on top
and bottom sides
50-pin right angle header for
user I/O
8-bit & 16-bit PC/104 stackthrough headers
Sample schematic included
Wide input range 90-240VAC,
50-60Hz
5V/6A output with PS-5V-04
12V 4A output with PS-12V-01
Compatible with all DSC +5V and +12V input SBCs

Available Models
H104-64-ST

64 pins, stackthrough

H104-64-NS

64 pins, non-stackthrough

H104-40-ST

40 pins, stackthrough

H104-40-NS

40 pins, non-stackthrough

Tel: 1-800-36-PC104 / 1-650-810-2500
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Software Solutions
Universal Driver Software

The Best Embedded Analog I/O Software
Available!

2016 Product Guide

Universal Driver provides flexible C-language
programming support for all features on
Diamond Systems' data acquisition modules,
including single-board computers with
integrated data acquisition. Support is included
for running multiple boards at once, even
multiple boards of the same type.
Universal Driver includes a package of
ready to run demo programs for each
board, including executables and source
code. These programs illustrate the use of
the software and serve as a starting point
for your own application development.

Small Form Factor Embedded Computing
♦♦COM-Based SBCs

♦♦System Solutions

♦♦Rugged Design

♦♦Wide Range of I/O Modules
♦♦Wide Temperature

Download,
install, and
run Universal
Driver in under
5 minutes!

Boards with autocalibration benefit from
Universal Driver's built-in functions to control
the calibration process, ensuring accurate
measurements at all times in your application.

♦♦Single-Board Computers

♦♦Ethernet Switches
♦♦Long Lifecycle

Graphical Control Panel Software
Universal Driver includes graphical control
panels for all of Diamond's newest SBCs and
I/O modules, as well as provides a convenient
platform for quick prototyping of your
application. These control panels offer quick
and easy access to all I/O features on the boards,
enabling you to get an instant verification of
your system's operational status as well as to
start prototype your real world application.

Key features include:
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

Cross platform compatibility—supports Linux,
Windows 7, Windows XP, and DOS
Extensive interrupt handling features
Autocalibration with software commands
Supports low-level register reads/writes
Multi-board operation, up to 16 boards
Comprehensive, easy-to-use documentation
Extensive programming examples

Embedded

Control panel software for Vega SBC

SBC Board Support Packages
Diamond Systems’ software board support
packages (BSPs) reduce your application
development time and effort. Our BSPs let you
experience the operating system running on
your single board computer out of the box with
minimal or no configuration effort. They are
available for a variety of popular standard and
embedded operating systems, including Windows
7, Windows XP, and Linux. Each BSP is provided on
a preprogrammed flashdisk module providing a
bootable (and where applicable, licensed) image of
the operating system.

Software tools, configuration files,
and instructions are provided
to assist in customizing and
rebuilding the OS runtime image
to your requirements. Diamond’s
Universal Driver software is also
included to provide built-in, ready
to run support for the on-board data acquisition
circuitry, as well as our entire family of I/O modules.
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